
Reception:   Autumn 1 – the world 

Link 1:  comment and ask questions about the trees, bushes, flowers and plants at the school.  

Go on a nature walk around the school to look closely at, describe and ask questions about trees around the school, 

flowers, bushes and plants.  

Explore the locality around the school and learn and use some vocabulary such as branch, leaf, bud, flower, bush. 

Talk about why things grow.  

Develop an understanding of growth. 

Know how to take care of plants. Know that they are alive.  

 

Link 2:  know how to use a magnifier and understand what it does  

Go on a nature walk around the school to look closely at, describe and ask questions about trees around the school, 

flowers, bushes and plants through a magnifier.  

Learn how to use the magnifier and why e.g. to take a close look at leaves.  

Explore the locality around the school and learn and use some vocabulary such as branch, leaf, bud, flower, bush. 

 

Link 3:  know that some things change over time 

Go on a nature walk around the school to look closely at, describe and ask questions about trees around the school, 

flowers, bushes and plants and compare them to when they were growing in the summer. Learn what has happened 

to the leaves and flowers etc in autumn. Use photographs to show and describe what has happened over a few 

weeks.  

Talk about why things decay.  

Talk about how the plants and flowers have changed. Use vocabulary of decay e.g. wilt, dying back, yellowing.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know about growth, decay and changes over time. Talk 

about some of the things they have observed such as plants, animals, natural and found objects. 

Learn knowledge about decay in the context of practical activities, e.g. putting a flower in liquids such as water, 
cola, milk, lemon juice, vinegar. 
Talk about what happens in some liquids but not others.  
Talk about how trees decay and change form the summer to the autumn and what happens to flowers and bushes.  
 

 

 

 

 

 



Reception:   Autumn 2 – the world 

Link 1:  know that the Sun gives out light, and that it is dark at night because there is no sunlight. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day 

Share read: ‘light and dark’ by Louise Spilsby 

Introduce the terms ‘sun’ ‘sunlight’ ‘light’ ‘dark’ ‘day’ and ‘night’. 

Know that in the morning the sun rises. The sun give sus light. The day ends when the sun sets. Know that we must 

not look directly at the sun.  

When it is light we can see, we can see where things are and we can see their colours. When there is no light, it is 

dark. We cannot see anything. Ask and answer questions: Why do we wear sunglasses? 

What happens when a cloud goes in front of our view of the Sun? What changes do you see and feel? 

Make black boxes from boxes with a peephole and a way of gradually giving the inside of the box more light. What 

can you see through the box?  How does the amount of light affect what you can see? 

 

 

Link 2:  know that we use electric lights in our homes to see when it is dark. Know that fire gives out light. 

Know that most things that give out light also give out heat. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight 

Share read: ‘light and dark’ by Louise Spilsby 

Know about different lights – ask and answer questions e.g. How could you make your bedroom dark during the 

day? 

Torches give out light. They get electricity from the batteries so we can carry them around. Hide under a blanket 

with a torch. How do you switch it on and off? 

Fire is pretty but it is dangerous. Never play with fire. 

Using an A3 piece of paper with several photos of different rooms in a house. Can children circle objects that give off 

light? 

A3 black piece of paper. Cut out cars and street laps. Children to create a night time street scene. Showing where 

light comes from and what it shows. 

 

Link 3:  know what a shadow is 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/  

Share read: ‘light and dark’ by Louise Spilsby 

Stand in a shadow. Does it feel any different from standing in the sun? What is making the shadow?  As and answer 

questions.  

Stick some white paper on a wall. Shine a bright light on it. Sit sideways between the light and paper so your head 



makes a shadow. Draw around your shadow. 

Shine a torch on something tall. Measure the shadow. What happens if the torch is higher up? What happens if the 

torch is to one side or low down? Explore and ask questions.  

Put a piece of paper under a lamp. Hold a pen near the paper. The pen makes a sharp dark shadow on the paper. 

Slowly lift the pen up, away from the paper. What happens to the pen’s shadow? Draw round the shadow. From 

shadow picture can they guess what the object is? Look at some Victorian silhouettes.  

Make shadow puppets. Cut out characters from back paper and stick to straws/sticks. Shine a torch from behind the 

screen and place your characters in the way of the beam of light to create the shadow theatre experience. 

 

Link 4:  know that things reflect light. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/  

Share read: ‘light and dark’ by Louise Spilsby 

Learn what makes things reflect light. Explore with mirrors and some shiny and dull objects to find out what things 

reflect. Learn the term reflect. Look in a puddle. Why is it reflecting? What happens when you shine a torch on it? 

Make up their own ideas and test them out.  

Sort objects into two groups: shiny things and dull things. 

Learn why people wear reflective vests etc to be seen e.g. lollypop person. 

Make a reflective band to wear. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how torches, lights, candles and other light sources 

give off light. Know how the light changes in the autumn.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/  

Share read: ‘light and dark’ by Louise Spilsby 

Know how sources of light work e.g. candles, torches, lamps, lights etc 

Know why and how lights keep us safe. Learn about how light helps us e.g. lighthouses; police and fire fighters; 

flashing crossing control; pelican crossing lights.  

Learn about how the light changes across autumn and it becomes darker and there is less sunlight. 

Talk about what happens and how the light changes. Talk about how candles change over times.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Reception:   Spring 1– the world 

Link 1:  know what happens when cold things warm up 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/  

Share read: ‘The coldest day in the zoo’ by Alan Rusbridger 

Learn the term cold and some comparative language e.g. cold, colder, coldest, warm, warmer, hot etc.  

Explore ice and ice lollies, cold chocolate; a cold drink e.g. cold milk etc. 

Learn what happens when they are brought next to a heat source e.g. radiator. See how it changes over time.  

Learn what happens to an egg when it is heated.  

Learn what happens to other things when they are heated. 

 

Link 2:  know how to look closely at cold things and talk about what they see 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/  

Share read: ‘The coldest day in the zoo’ by Alan Rusbridger 

Revise how to use a magnifier.  

Look through a magnifier at cold things e.g. frost, snow, ice, and talk about what they see.  

Learn the term solid. Explore solids through magnifiers. 

Learn the term liquid – explore them through magnifiers. 

Label and caption some things liquid and solid.   

 

 

Link 3:  know what happens when warm things are cooled down 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/  

Share read: ‘The coldest day in the zoo’ by Alan Rusbridger 

Revise the term cold and some comparative language e.g. cold, colder, coldest, warm, warmer, hot etc.  

Explore warm chocolate, warm drinks, liquid jelly etc. Put them into the fridge and see what happens.  

Learn what happens when they are cooled. See how it changes over time.  

 

Link 4:  know what we wear to keep cool and keep warm 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/  



Share read: ‘The coldest day in the zoo’ by Alan Rusbridger 

Revise the term cold and some comparative language e.g. cold, colder, coldest, warm, warmer, hot etc.  

Label clothing to say whether they would keep us warm or cool.  

Explore types of heating and why we need them.  

Know what to do to keep warm when it is cold. Know what we could do to keep a cup of tea warm for longer.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know about solids and liquids from practical activities. Talk 

about why something has happened using correct vocabulary. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/  

Share read: ‘The coldest day in the zoo’ by Alan Rusbridger 

From objects frozen overnight in ice – play detective scientists and suggest ways we can get the objects back.  

From objects stuck in butter think of ways we can get the object back. 

Use the term solid and liquid in different activities and experiments.  

Talk about what has happened in the experiment.  

Put a small amount of water in a yoghurt pot or similar container and add a figurine. Put this in the freezer. When it 

is frozen, top up the water and freeze again so that the figurine will be inside the ice, not floating on the top. 

Release the ice from its container. Wrap the ice in tin foil. Hand out the foil parcels and ask them what they think is 

inside? How would they know this? 

Have them try bang the parcel on the table, to find out if it is hard. See if it will bend and stretch. How does it feel in 

their hands? After unwrapping, discuss what the best way to get the figurine out of the ice is. 

Why are your hands cold and wet? What will make the ice melt? Would anything make the ice melt faster? How can 

we get the person out of the ice? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Reception:   Spring 2 – the world 

Link 1:  know what a seed is 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘Milly, Molly and Jimmy’s seeds’ by Gill Pittar 

Learn what a seed is. Look at, count and explore seeds. 

Through magnifiers look at seeds close up and talk about, describe and draw what they see.  

Explore and discover different types of seeds e.g. tomato, pumpkin, acorn, horse chestnut, cress, runner bean, 

sesame, poppy.  

Create their own criteria for sorting and matching and ordering seeds. 

Learn where seeds come from e.g. sunflower.  

 

 

Link 2:  know that plants grow from seed 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid/ liquid 

Share read: ‘Milly, Molly and Jimmy’s seeds’ by Gill Pittar 

Revise what a seed is and where it comes from.  

Look at plants to see where the seed is. Know that some seeds are hidden e.g. apricot.  

Learn about what seeds need to be able to grow. Investigate and track the growth of a fast-growing seed.  

Watch time-lapse video clips of seeds growing into plants. 

Learn that some people grow their own plants from seeds in greenhouses. 

Soak the beans in a glass of cold water the day before. Cut some dish cloths to fit inside the snap 

lock bags. Staple the dish cloth to the bag, leaving a few centimetres at the bottom for the roots to grow. Add some 

water to the dish cloth to keep it moist. Then put a few beans in the bag. 

Seal the bag and hang it near a sunny window. Watch the beans grow! When the seedlings have leaves, they will 

need air to keep growing. Plant each seedling in a small pot of soil and then transfer to a larger pot or plant in the 

garden when they grow bigger. 

 

Link 3:  know the conditions for plants to grow and how plants change 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid/ liquid 

Share read: ‘Milly, Molly and Jimmy’s seeds’ by Gill Pittar 

Revise what a seed is and where it comes from.  

Know that many seeds grow in the spring. Look at plants outside to see them budding. Identify buds and new 

growth on trees and plants outside. Look through their magnifiers.  

Investigate what helps seeds to grow e.g. (put 1 in the dark, 1 no water, 1 no soil, 1 no air, 1 with water, air, light and 

soil). Plant broad beans or cress or something similar in transparent jars and observe and measure their growth. 

Use magnifying glasses - discuss how things appear larger and why. 

 

 



Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to design practical, attractive environments: 

taking care of the flowerbeds and vegetable patch 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid/ liquid 

Share read: ‘Milly, Molly and Jimmy’s seeds’ by Gill Pittar 

Revise what a seed is and where it comes from and what plants need to grow. 

Think about what might happen if a flower bed/pot vegetable plot is too dry or does not have enough light or 

enough warmth. 

Learn how to take care of plants so that they grow. Know how to design their own flower pot/ flower tray.  

 

 

 

Link 1:  know that fruit and vegetables help to keep people healthy 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘Healthy Eating’ by Sylvia Goulding 

Know from a list of pictures what are healthy foods and what are not. 

Know that fruit and vegetables are healthy. Name some common and unusual fruits and vegetables.  

Match the name to the fruit and vegetable including those they may not have seen before such as yam, aubergine 

etc. Describe the fruit and vegetables 

Know that some fruit and vegetables can be eaten raw but some need to be cooked. 

 

Link 2:  know how fruit and vegetables change when they are heated or dried 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘Healthy Eating’ by Sylvia Goulding 

Revise the names of fruit and vegetables. 

Investigate what happens when we dry fruit out and leave them e.g. grapes, apricots. Look at video clips to show 

that grapes become dried fruit like raisins which are also good for us.  

Learn what happens to some other fruit when they are cooked such as strawberries, rhubarb, tomatoes. Describe 

how heat has changed them. 

Repeat with vegetables such as potatoes, carrots, peas.  

 

Link 3:  know that some foods we have to have very little of or we will become unhealthy 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 



Share read: ‘Healthy Eating’ by Sylvia Goulding 

Revise the names of fruit and vegetables. 

Learn about unhealthy drinks such as cola, sugary drinks etc. Investigate what happens when something is placed in 

a sugary drink over time e.g. a flower and compare this to other drinks such as water, milk, etc.  

Learn about some other unhealthy foods that we must be wary of eating too much e.g. some types of crisp.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know what a healthy meal would look like 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘Healthy Eating’ by Sylvia Goulding 

Revise the names of fruit and vegetables. 

Create a healthy meal which would be good for our bodies.  

Learn that some foods have some things that we need to be healthy e.g. vitamins in milk and fruit and veg.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Reception:   Summer 1 – the world 

Link 1:  know how animals are different  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘Pets - Sir Tony Robinson's Weird World of Wonders’  

Learn the names of some pets. Identify similarities and differences e.g. tails, number of legs, ears.  
Know how pets are different from each other e.g. how is a dog different from a cat; how is a fish different from a 
dog; how is a dog different to a hamster. 
Have a bag prepared with approximately six objects to do with different pets. Pull out some clues about each animal 
e.g. a poop scoop, sawdust, cat treat, rabbit treat.  
With a partner, they tell their partner about one pet that they have, or a pet they know that belongs to someone 
else. Learn how to explain how a pet is different to another pet.  
From picture of common pets explain how they are different.  
 
 

Link 2:  know how cats are similar but also different to each other 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘Pets - Sir Tony Robinson's Weird World of Wonders’  

Learn the names of some pets. Identify similarities and differences e.g. tails, number of legs, ears.  
Look at different types of cat and different breeds. Learn that they are all cats but they are different e.g. some with 
longer noses, some with no fur. Describe the differences between them 
Learn that some cats are wild. Introduce the idea of lions, panthers, jaguars, tigers etc are also cats. Identify what is 
similar to a pet cat and what is different.  
Observe a cat in reality or on video. Discuss what it is doing and why.  
Learn how to approach a cat and how not to approach a cat. Understand that they should be careful and cats will 
scratch if they are scared so it is important to approach them to make them feel friendly.  
 
 

Link 3:  know how dogs are similar but also different to each other 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘Pets - Sir Tony Robinson's Weird World of Wonders’  

Learn the names of some pets. Identify similarities and differences e.g. tails, number of legs, ears.  
Look at different types of dog and different breeds. Learn that they are all dogs but they are different e.g. some 
with longer noses, some with no fur. Describe the differences between them 
Learn that some dogs are wild. Introduce the idea of wolves, hyenas, foxes are also dogs. Identify what is similar to 
a pet cat and what is different.  
Observe a dog in reality or on video. Discuss what it is doing and why.  
Learn how to approach a cat and how not to approach a cat. Understand that they should be careful and cats will 
scratch if they are scared so it is important to approach them to make them feel friendly.  
 
 

Link 4:  know how to care for pets 



Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘Pets - Sir Tony Robinson's Weird World of Wonders’  

Revise the names of pets.  
Bring in a hutch and all the equipment needed for a pet rabbit, bring in a toy rabbit. Explain that the rabbit is lonely, 
as rabbits really need the company of another rabbit. Produce another toy cuddly rabbit to be his friend. Then 
create a rota of jobs to be done for the rabbits every day so that they are being looked after – grooming, feeding, 
cleaning, making sure the rabbits get some time out of their hutch and in a run, putting them back again, checking 
they are healthy etc. 
Understand that animals are living things and feel emotions such as pain and that we must help to keep them 
healthy.  
Learn how to look after a gold fish, after a hamster and after a budgerigar.  
 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know about the similarities and difference in living things. 

From observations of animals, talk about why things are happening. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘Pets - Sir Tony Robinson's Weird World of Wonders’  

Revise the names of pets. 
Look at how birds behave. Learn about how birds are different to pets. 
Observe and describe what birds are doing e.g. at the bird feeder, in the trees. Put out some foot for the birds and 
observe what happens. 
 
Look at some insects. Learn how they are different to pets. Observe them under magnifiers and talk about what 
they are doing, how they move etc.   
Find a good spot where you’d like to put your flower pot (perhaps near some trees or bushes) and put a few stones 
next to the flower pot to stop it rolling over or blowing away. Fill it with twigs, bark and dried leaves that will 
make it cosy for your guests. Add a few sugar cubes to tempt them in, and maybe add a personalised ‘welcome’ sign 
at the front. 
Things to think about - Where could you look for bugs outside? What sorts of bugs might you find? What kind of 
places do bugs like to hide in? What do you think bugs like to eat? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Reception:   Summer 2 – the world 

Link 1:  know about how the summer effects trees 

Share read: ‘The tale of three trees’ by Angela Hunt 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Learn about how trees develop and grow in the summer. 

Examine the leaves on the trees and draw/describe them. 

Know that trees are living things.  

Know that most trees, but not all, grow leaves in the summer and sometimes fruit such as apples which grow bigger 

throughout the summer. 

Watch a time lapse video to show a tree moving from blossom to full leaf 

Talk about why and how leaves change in the summer 

Learn the names of some trees. 

Observe buds and leaves on trees through magnifiers, images and video clips. 

Describe the trees and how they change over time. Talk about how trees change. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know about how trees are similar and different to each 

other. Explain how they change.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘The tale of three trees’ by Angela Hunt 

Learn the names of some trees. 

Observe buds and leaves on trees through magnifiers, images and video clips. 

Learn that some trees are different to others. Use comparative language to describe how they are similar but 

different e.g. leaves are pointier, leavers are wider, the bark is darker.  

 

  

Link 1:  know about how the summer effects plants and how to care for plants 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘The tale of three trees’ by Angela Hunt 

Learn about what plants need to live. 



Know that plants are living things. 

Watch time lapse filming to show how plants grow 

Know how to plant flowers e.g. sun flowers. Keep a care and growth chart.  

Talk about how plants change and grow.  

 

Link 2:  know about how some materials can change with the heat outdoors 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘The tale of three trees’ by Angela Hunt 

Revise how plants and trees change. 

Learn how cold things can change and some change is reversible e.g. watch a lump of ice melt and then re-freeze. 

Know how the heat can effect puddles and water on the floor. 

Learn the names of some common materials – wood, metal, plastic, fabric etc 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know about similarities and differences in relation to 

objects, materials 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘The tale of three trees’ by Angela Hunt 

Revise how plants and trees change 

Observe objects and materials through images and magnifiers e.g. sand, wood, metal etc. 

Learn how to describe them. Begin to associate the materials with what it is used for e.g. plastics to keep the rain 

off, wood to build something strong that doesn’t get too hot.  

Identify some similarities between materials and some difference. 

 

 

Bridging project 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: autumn; decay; light; dark; sun; sunlight; night; day; dim / 

dimmer / bright / brighter / heat / electric / fire / firelight / shadow/ shade/ solid / liquid/ 

Share read: ‘I wonder why soap makes bubbles’ by Barbara Taylor 

Dissolve cornflour in water, stirring well, then gently stir in the remaining ingredients. Avoid creating too much 

froth. Allow the mixture to sit for at least an hour, stirring occasionally if you see the cornflour settling to the 

bottom. 

While the mixture is settling, make your bubble wands. You can do this in a few ways; first, feed string through the 



drinking straws and tie to make a circle. The straws can act as handles when you dip it in the solution. Next, try tying 

string or wool to a stick, one end at the top of the stick, the other about half way down. 

Create varying sizes of hoops. 

Think about the conditions that are best for making bubbles.  

Learn about what a bubble is.  

Understand the idea of gas and that gas is enclosed in the bubble. 

How are bubbles made? What goes into bubble mixture? How do I make the biggest bubble? Can you see the 

rainbow colours in the bubbles? Which bubble wand makes the best bubbles? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


